
 
 

Covid-19 Rules and Regulations Autumn 2021- Updated 6th Sept 2021 

Dance Fusion Covid-19 Rules and Regulations Autumn 2021 

1. We will be operating from three venues this term- Brixton, Newton Ferrers and Holbeton 

2.  If your child or a member of your family is experiencing symptoms of Coronavirus, please do not 

send them. More information can be found on the NHS website. 

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/  

3.  I encourage anyone entering the building to continue to use Hand Sanitiser upon entry and exit 

from the building. 

4. There will no longer be a 15 minute gap between classes, however I strongly encourage social 

distancing from the other class between change over. 

5. Masks may still be worn when entering and exiting the building if you or anyone over 11 feels more 

comfortable. This is still recommended is you are in a close indoor setting where social distancing 

may be difficult. I will continue to wear a mask to see children in and out from the building.  

6. Parents may enter the building if absolutely necessary but please limit coming in before and after a 

lesson.  

7. To make class change overs run more smoothly please follow protocol for each venue below. 

• Brixton- Queuing outside: those picking up to wait along the railings to the right of the back 

entrance, those dropping off, to wait along the wall to the left of the back entrance. I will 

still bring the children out to you if they are very young. Those with pre-school age children 

will be allowed to wait lobby of the community room, with the door open.  

• Newton Ferrers: Queuing outside: those picking up please wait to the right of the door, 

those dropping off please wait to the left of the door. I believe the kitchen is now accessible 

for those wishing the wait inside during Baby Ballet and Pre-Primary Ballet. You do this 

however at your own risk and you will not be able to wait in the main hall once the lesson 

has started.  

• Holbeton: there is plenty of space outside the hall to distance yourselves while waiting to 

pick up or drop off. Those waiting to start class may wait in the lobby or so long as you 

distance yourself from the previous class you can wait in the main hall. 

8. For those attending Acro if they have their own personal equipment e.g matts or blocks that they 

can bring with them this is recommended. I will have four matts available for use and the two classes 

will now be merged. Matts will still be cleaned at the end of each lesson and the children are very 

welcome to clean their own mats also if they were shared with someone else. 

9. There will no longer be 2m boxes to dance in and classes no longer need to bubble so children can 

now take multiple classes if they wish.  

10. I will continue to do a lateral flow test twice a week.    

11. Touch points will still be cleaned between classes however the floor will only be cleaned at the start 

and end of the evening.  

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-19/

